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(Formerly named Algebra 3) Algebraic subjects covered include advanced quadrates, polynomium, conik, general functions, logarithms, smart factories and replacements, systems of equations, sequences and ranges, symmetrical amounts, advanced factory methods, classic inequalities, functional equations, and more.
24 weeks ARE YOU READY? DO YOU NEED IT? SYLLABUS 24 weeks ARE YOU READY? DO YOU NEED IT? SYLLABUS   Friday Dec 11 - Jun 4 7:30 - 9:00 $570 $639 w/books WAITLIST Sunday Dec 13 - Jun 13 7:30 - 9:00 $570 $639 w/books WAITLIST Thursday Jan 28 - Jul 8 7:30 - 9:00 $595 $664 w/books
ENROLL Monday Feb 8 - Aug 2 7:30 - 9:00 $595 $664 w/books ENROLL Wednesday Mar 3 - Aug 11 7:30 - 9:00 $595 $664 w/books ENROLL Tuesday Mar 16 - Aug 24 7:30 - 9:00 $595 $664 w/books ENROLL Sunday Apr 25 - Oct 24 7:30 - 9:00 $595 $664 w/books ENROLL There are no classes December 21–
January 3, May 29–31, July 3–5, and September 4–6. Students must have a mastery of basic algebra through and including quadratic equations before they take this course. Typically, this class follows our Introduction to Geometry class. This course goes beyond what you would find in a typical Honors Algebra
curriculum. Algebra courses vary in their definitions, but our Intermediate Algebra class covers topics typically found in honors Algebra 2 and Precalculus classes, as well as many topics that are not found in most other curriculents. Students who have completed a typical honours Algebra 2 course elsewhere may be
ready for Intermediate Algebra. Lesson 1 Overview and Overview Lesson 2 Functions Review Lesson 3 Complex Numbers Lesson 4 Quadratic Equations and Chart Parabolas Lesson 5 Minima, Maxima, and Circles Lesson 6 Konics Lesson 7 Polynomium Division, The Remainder Statement, the Factor Theorem
Lesson 8 Integer and Rational Roots Lesson 9 Proven by Inconsistency and Irrational Roots Lesson 10 Vieta's Formulas Lesson 11 Multivarian Polin Functional Lesson 12 Advanced Strategies for Polynomium Lesson 13 Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences and Series Lesson 14 Advanced Sequences and Series
Lesson 15 Induction Lesson 16 Econtroents and Logarithms Lesson 17 Radicals, Monotonous, and Even and Quirky Features Lesson 18 Rational Functions and Partial Fractions Lesson 19 Piecewise Features, Absolute Value, Integer and Fractional Part Lesson 20 Inequalities Lesson 21 Means Inequality Chain Lesson



22 Cauchy-SchWarz Inequality Lesson 23 Functional Equations Lesson 24 More Functional Equations and Challenging Problems Intermediate Algebra By Richard Rusczyk and Mathew Crawford A Comprehensive Textbook covering Algebra 2 and topics in Precalculus. This book is the follow-up to the award-winning
Introduction to Algebra textbook. In addition to offering standard Algebra 2 and Precalculus curriculum, the text includes advanced topics such as those problem-solving strategies needed for success the AMC and AIME competitions. A comprehensive textbook covering Algebra 2 and topics in Precalculus. This book is
the follow-up to the award-winning Introduction to Algebra textbook. Topics covered in this book include an overview of basic algebra topics, complex numbers, quadratic and conical sections, polynomial, multivariate expressions, sequences and ranges, identities, inequalities, expentions and logarithms, piecewise defined
functions, functional equations, and much more. As with all the books in Art or Problem Solving's Introduction and Intermediate series, the text is structured to inspire the reader to explore and develop new ideas. Each section starts with problems, so the student has the chance to resolve them without help before
continuing. The text then includes solutions to these problems, thereby learning new techniques. Important facts and powerful problem-solving approaches are highlighted throughout the text. In addition to the instructional material, the book contains more than 1600 problems. The solution tutorial includes complete
solutions to all the problems, not just answers. Text ISBN: 978-1-934124-04-8 Solutions ISBN: 978-1-934124-05-5 The following 200 pages are in this category, out of 458 total. (previous page) (next page) (previous page) (next page) Stock image category description for art from problem-solving intermediate Algebra:
Reviews topics covered in the Introductory Algebra book. Cover advanced topics found in Algebra 2 (and advanced beyond the scope of a standard Algebra 2 course) plus standard non-trigonometric Precalculus topics. Category Description for Art of Problem Solving Intermediate Series (Gr. 9-12): The intermediate
series picks up where the introductory series goes down. Please read that description (immediately preceding this one) as it applies to this series as well. Note that all AOPS books are intended for high-performing (motivated) math students. These are strict texts that require a high level of dedication from students, but the
benefits are worth the extra effort. For comparison, this curriculum is more advanced than Saxony and rather like Life of Fred on steroids. It's like PRAISE in that often, teaching occurs through problem-solving, even in the solutions to the problems. These books are great compared to the PRAISE volumes that, even
then, are largely devoted to the story of Fred's life. Mathematics in PRAISE is taught in that context; we understand that Fred must calculate the derivatives of a stock market comparison to invest his penny while the slope increases and why the discovery that vertical ashjamptote led to him becoming a millionaire. Here
the heart of the course is the problem-solving. Virtually all of the text is devoted to this. prepare for problem-solving competitions here and learn techniques and strategies to win. The other BIG difference is Amazing, complete solution guide provided in the AOPS curriculum. Having worked with Stephen in LOF Calculus, I
really appreciate having more than just an answer (honestly, it would be nice not to work through the problems myself when a question arises—call me lazy). Students starting this series should have either completed the Introductory level or, should they come from another curriculum, at least completed Algebra I and
Geometry. Even then, they should take the diagnostic test for AOPS Introduction to Algebra and only tackle Intermediate Algebra if indicated. After completing Intermediate Algebra, students can choose to take either Intermediate Counting and Probability or Precalculus next, or do both at once. Both must be completed
before Calculus is started. A brief description of courses appears below; see our Website Table of Contents pages for a more complete scope and sequence. Category Description for Art of Problem Solving: Category Description for COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS - SECONDARY: SECONDARY:
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